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“With Kyloe AwesomeDocs it is really easy to set up unique agreements that fulfil particular
client and candidate needs.

Thanks to Kyloe AwesomeDocs we are confident that all our signed contracts are
automatically saved back in Bullhorn"

Taki Giourgas, Chief Operating Officer, isgSearch

Cut operating costs by automating document generation processes and implementing an        
 e-signature solution.
Improve document accuracy.
Track the status of documents in Bullhorn and store them securely in the cloud, forever.
Work from a single source of truth and make auditing easy.
Customise documents and clauses based on clients, candidates, placements and facilities.

isgSearch contacted Kyloe during their search for a solution to reduce manual errors and generate
contracts for e-signature from Bullhorn. Our solution was Kyloe AwesomeDocs: our end-to-end
document management solution for Bullhorn has been used to generate over 2.5 million documents
by our clients worldwide.

Discovering the possibilities of automation

isgSearch contacted Kyloe during their search for a solution that would reduce manual errors when
generating and sending contracts for e-signature from Bullhorn. 

isgSearch objetives

Established: 2007
Region: Canada

Profile: isgSearch
Industry: Information Technology recruitment
Employees: 51

Kyloe AwesomeDocs - Document management

Consultants spending too much time generating client and candidate agreements manually.
Manual processes leading to more opportunities for human errors.
By sending documents for signature manually, signed contracts were not being attached to the
right records within Bullhorn.
A lot of time being wasted tracking unsigned documents.

isgSearch challenges

https://www.facebook.com/Kyloepartners
https://www.linkedin.com/company/kyloe-partners/
https://www.instagram.com/kyloepartners/
https://isgsearch.ca/
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The solution

Kyloe AwesomeDocs - Document management

isgSearch's situation will be familiar to many recruitment and staffing companies, and the
challenges they were facing are exactly what Kyloe AwesomeDocs for Bullhorn was created to
solve! 

Our end-to-end document management system for Bullhorn can integrate with all Bullhorn entities
to offer everything needed to achieve isgSearch objectives and more.

Comes complete with
DocuSign and integrates
seamlessly into Bullhorn 

Creates candidate and client-facing
document from any entity

in Bullhorn in a matter of clicks

Automatically saves signed
documents back to the correct

Bullhorn record

The results

Dramatically reduced the time
spent on creating and saving

unique agreements

Leveraging data from within
Bullhorn to ensure accurate

agreements

More time to spend
building relationships

with clients

https://isgsearch.ca/
https://www.facebook.com/Kyloepartners
https://www.linkedin.com/company/kyloe-partners/
https://www.instagram.com/kyloepartners/


Request details

The faster and more accurate way to create, sign and manage your recruitment documents,
all without leaving Bullhorn.

Reduction of manual effort means quicker submission of candidates, beating out competitors and
impressing clients with quality talent.

Benefits

From CVs to contracts, and terms of business to non-
disclosure agreements, Kyloe AwesomeDocs is the end-to-
end document automation system designed with
recruitment in mind and has been used to generate over 2.5
million documents by our clients.

Why Kyloe AwesomeDocs?
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Fill more placements and business

Professionally branded and accurate documents that present a consistent and reliable experience that
people want to interact with. Plus, recruiters have more time to spend building relationships with
clients and candidates.

Improve client and candidate experience

Improve document accuracy (like contracts and terms of businesses), and reduce the risk of incorrectly
placing unqualified candidates.

Reduce compliance risk

Employees spend less time preparing, sending, chasing, and saving documents, and user-based e-
signature subscriptions are eliminated.

Cut operating costs
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